
M4 Magazine Conversion 

CDG recommends the adapter be installed by a licensed gunsmith. 
Milling of the trunnion and/or adapter will be required for the adapter to fit and

function properly. This pamphlet serves as a guide for dimensions to start.

User may find certain mags to not lock in, stick and function properly, such as Colt
20 round mags and non STANAG 4179 magazines (cheap AR mag replicas). 

Not all AR magazines are made the same. Some will fit and perform differently in
this adapter. CDG only recommends the Magpul 5.56 G2 PMAGS or USGI/STANAG

4179 compliant magazines for use with our adapter. 

Because of manufacturing tolerances among the AK rifle versions available,
additional file fitting of the adapter may be required to function properly in your

particular version.



***MAKE SURE RIFLE IS NOT LOADED***

Field strip rifle. Remove all the features on the bottom of the rifle. Remove all 
rivets including those holding the AK mag catch tower. The bottom of the AK 
should be bare. At this time prep surface for rust prevention.

Start to assemble the Adapter with your grip and mag catch of your choice. (not 
provided) 

The front trunnion where the adapter will need to sit needs to be milled out to a 
width of .88”. The depth of milling required is .890”. This will allow the AR mag to 
fully seat and lock into the adapter.

Use existing rivet holes in receiver to line up bastard and assemble with the 
hardware provided. Use Loctite to secure.
  
Drill ¼ inch hole for LRBHO bolt to pass through.
    
Mark hole for front mount, drill hole and then secure with hardware or rivet.



Assembly of L.R.B.H.O.
See picture for assembly placement of spring and catch. Assemble like 
shown in photos.

The LRBHO should move freely up and down as needed by magazine follower. IF it
does not the inside face needs to be filed down to reduce friction to allow it to 
travel freely.

**** FCG Hammer will need to be modified to make room for LRBHO****
**** Make sure hammer spring does not interfere with operation of LRBHO****

Reassemble rifle. Check function. Enjoy


